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1 .Introduction 
Since Venns is very similar to Earth in such a bulk properties as mass , diameter, and 

presumably deep interior thermal structure, comparative stndy of the tectonic style of Venus with 
that of the Earth is most interesting. A number of workers have pointed out that the topography 
of Venns shows nothing comparable to the global system of the ridges, and trenches associated 
with plate tectonics on Earth (see e.g. McGill et al. [I]), although the recent discoveries in 
Aphrodire Terra suggest that crustal spreading may be occurring there [2]. 

If plate tectonics operates on Venus, we would anticipate continental drift on Venns. Thc 
most diagnostic landform characteristic to plate tectonics will be the parallelism of coastlines of 
the two continents. The concept of the Earth's continental drift is said to have originated from 
approximate similarity of the coastlines of South America and Africa. The parallelism of the 
coastlines of the continents across the Atlantic ocean was tested quantitatively by Bullard et al. 
[3], whose work provided one of the strongest evidences for plate tectonics of the Earth. 

We discovered a region where two contonr lines in the Venus Topographic Map are parallel 
with each other like the coastlines aronnd the Atlantic Ocean of the Earth. The region is the 
area aronnd Aino Planita: the south coastline of Aphrodite Terra and the north coastline of 
Lada Terra seem to be parallel with each other across Aino Planita, as shown in Fig.1. The 
maps shown in the present stndy are based on the data obtained by the Pioneer Venns radar 
altimeter. The contonr lines of r=6051.5 Km which is the mean radius of Venns is plotted in 
Figures.1 and 2. 

2. Method and Result 
We test the parallelism of the two contonr lines which lie across Aino Planita with the same 

method as that used by Bullard et al.[3] on testing parallelism of the coastlines of South America 
and Africa. Since the motion of a rigid plate on a sphere is expressed by a rotation aronnd an 
Euler pole, the two parallel contonr lines should become coincident after an appropriate rotation 
of an either contonr line aronnd a pole. 

First we assume Aphrodite Terra is fixed and try to fit the south coastline of Aphrodite 
Terra and north coastline of Lada Terra by rotating Lada Terra around an appropriate pole by 
an appropriate angle. It was found so difficult to fit the all the north coastline of Lada Terra 
to that of the Aphrodite Terra simultaneously that the Lada Terra coastlines were divided two 
parts as shown in Fig.1: east part and west part. Each part of the coastline was rotated aronnd 
different poles. The best fit poles for the two parts were obtained by trial and error by searching 
the best fit for a assumed pole varying at 0.1 deg. interval in' both the latitude and longitude. 

The best fit Euler-poles calculated Bre (-137.9, -35.1) for the west coastline of Lada Terra 
and (-173, -82) for the east coastline. The rotation angles of the east and west coastlines of Lada 
Terra are 14.9 and 25 respectively. Due to complex topography of the east coastline, the degree 
of the fit and accuracy of the pole position for the east coastline are not very high. Figure 2 
shows the arrangement of the Aphrodite T e r ~ a  and Lada Terra after we rotated the latter Terra 
aronnd the poles obtained above. The overall degree of fitting the two continents are reasonably 
good. 

A comparison of the fitting continents on Earth and Venns is shown in Table 1. The fitting 
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length for South America and A k a  is '7000 Km, whereas the corresponding length for Aphrodite 
Terra and south-west part of Lada Terra is 5000 Km. The standard deviation of the fitness of 
the two Venusian continents is abont 2 deg which is abont three times as large as that for the 
coastlines of South America and Afiica. But we believe that the standard deviation of the 
fitness of the Vennsian continents is sufficiently small, considering that the spatial resolution 
of the Venus map is only 1 deg which is one order of magnitude larger than that used for 
terrestrial fitting. It might be possible we have a better fitting if we have a better map with 
higher resolution. 

The topographic feature which suggests the vennsian continental drift will be soon delineated 
by Magellan Radar Mapper. We hope Magellan Mapper will cover the area around Aino Planita 
to examine the present result. 

Table 1. Comparison of fitness of Earth axid Venus continents 

Earth Venus 
South America Aphrodite 

- Airiea - Eada 
Fitting Length 7000 Km 5000 Km 
Standard deviation 0.73 deg 2.03 deg 
Map resolution . 0.1 deg 1 deg 

References: [I] McGiU G. E. et al., in Venus, eds. D. M. Hunten, L. Colin, T.M. Donahue, 
and V.I. Moroz, Univ. of Arizona Press, 69-130, 1983; [2] Crnmpler et d., Geophys. Res. 
Lett. 14, 607-610, 1987; [3] Bullard, E.C. et al., Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, A-263, 481- 
524, 1965. 

Figure 1, 
Fig.1 Venus topography around Aino Planita 
The contour line is of ~ 6 0 5 1 ~ 5  Km. 
Pig.2. Reconstruction of Aphrodite Terra and 
Lada Tern  after rotation around the Eder 
poles shown in the Figare. 

Figure 2. 
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